
EDITORIAL

Two memorable phrases come to mind from a recent visit to New Zealand. The first was “You can't
drown in a wetsuit.” For an uncertain swimmer such as myself, just about to drop into the sea to swim
with dolphins these were sweet words indeed, enough to stave off any immediate thoughts of drown-
ing and to enhance the pleasure of a most amazing experience. But safely back on the boat, being fed
ginger biscuits to combat seasickness, I had time to ponder what other mishaps might have befallen
me. For instance the head count might not have been accurate and I might have been left in the water
as the boat sped off to the jetty or the boat might have been manouevred carelessly and I was cut up
by the propellors. These are not incidents which are so rare as to be unimaginable and indeed divers
being left behind by dive boats are only too common – just type 'diver left behind' into Google and see
the long list of results.

In most jurisdictions this would give rise to an action in tort or for breach of contract and the liability
would be quite straightforward – did the boat operator take reasonable care of his passengers? But in
New Zealand they do things differently. To all intents and purposes it is impossible to bring an action
for compensation for personal injury. Instead anyone injured in an accident be it at work, on the road or
in the home is covered by their accident compensation scheme (see www.acc.co.nz). Medical and care
expenses are paid by the ACC and wage earners are compensated with 80% of their normal pay. 
No courts or lawyers are involved and most cases are settled within months. Foreign tourists are also
covered by the scheme but only to a limited extent. If I had been injured on the boat I would have had
my medical expenses covered only to the extent necessary to ship me back home. After that the scheme
accepts no further responsibilities. So however highly paid I was I would receive no loss of earnings. 
I would be back in the UK unable to earn, and, this is the problem, unable to sue the boat operator in
New Zealand as it would be precluded by New Zealand law. It would be different of course if I had
booked the dolphin experience as part of a package sold to me in the UK. In those circumstances 
I would be fully protected against the negligence of the boat operator by the Package Travel
Regulations – able to bring an action in the UK against my tour operator.

Interestingly, before setting off on the dolphin encounter we were required to sign a waiver exonerating
the operator from all liability. Given that they had no liability this seemed a little redundant but shows
that even after almost 40 years of the scheme old habits die hard. Not that the waiver would have
worked anyway; it was sufficiently badly drafted to be easily avoided and anyway it was given to us to
sign long after the contract had been concluded and money exchanged.

The second phrase was uttered by the captain of the cruise boat that had taken us out of Milford Sound
and into the Tasman sea "Don't Panic" he said as he made his way from the bridge to the engine room
to find out why the boat had lost power and we were now wallowing alarmingly in the swell, unable to
make any headway back into the more tranquil waters of the sound. In the end all was well, power was
restored before we were dashed upon the rocks of an inhospitable shore and eaten by cannibals.
Unbeknownst to the captain however he had managed to take the shine off what was a long antici-
pated moment for my wife.



It is not a fact well known to our friends and acquaintances that my wife is a geographer, or to put it
more accurately, she has a degree in geography, which is somewhat different. It has been a source of
much amusement within the family that her knowledge of geography apparently ceased upon gradua-
tion – but she did have one moment of glory. Participating in a pub quiz she was the only member of
our team who knew that the sea separating Australia from New Zealand was the Tasman Sea – an
answer which enabled us to win the quiz and upon which she steadfastly relies to validate her claim to
be a geographer. But wallowing out of control in the Tasman Sea was not the experience she had antic-
ipated when visiting the scene of her triumph. Instead of exclaiming joyfully "I have made it" she was
thinking "Get me out of here."

And of course, as with the dolphin boat, things could have been much worse. What if we had hit a
submerged rock and the boat had sunk and we were drowned or suffered badly from exposure. What
then would have been our legal position? Would the ACC apply if the accident took place outside
coastal waters? Are New Zealand signed up to the Athens Convention and would this international
agreement override the ACC scheme? Such are the sad thoughts that go through the mind of a travel
lawyer on holiday. Another phrase would perhaps be appropriate here: "Get a life."

TLQ Online Launched

To complement the travel law materials we already offer free of charge via the Travel Law Quarterly
website at www.tlq.travel we are launching ‘TLQ Online’ which will publish a range of articles to supple-
ment those published in the hard copy of the TLQ. Just visit the TLQ website and click on ‘TLQ Online’
which you will find in the right hand sidebar.

Forthcoming articles include ‘Why Passengers Take All the Risk’ by Anthony Cordato; ‘No Compensation
For Delay On Connecting Flight Outside EU Territory’ by Katja Brecke; and a Case Note, Fares v Air
Canada by Timothy Law.
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